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Cranston Johnson, p10
The actor chats about his role in Ava DuVernay’s highly anticipated superhero DC Universe drama “Naomi”.
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Editor's letter
Welcome to the January issue! It’s finally 2022, and it’s hard to believe
how quickly 2021 has passed. We keep so many wonderful memories
from the past year and are ready to collect new ones from this new one.
So, stay in touch with us and go on enjoying the experience while you’re
reading about your favourite artists through the pages of this magazine.
One artist at the time, booklet style, intimate insight on the talents
featured. Remember this is a fast read digital publication to celebrate art
and value the talent and knowing the other side of the story including
the amazing photography by the outstanding photographers that kindly
collaborate with us.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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Cranston Johnson
Photography ELEY Photography
Words Vanesa Miraglia

With his breakthrough performance as Detective Marvin Hanson the in the second
and third season of SundanceTV/Netflix's darkly comic swamp noir "Hap and
Leonard”, Cranston Johnson has proven time and time again that he is a force to
be reckoned with in the entertainment industry by bringing diverse and dynamic
characters to life on the big and small screens. Some of his tv credits include
“Atlanta” for FX, Starz’ “P-Valley,” Apple TV+ “Truth Be Told,” FOX’s “Filthy
Rich,” HBO’s “Euphoria,” ABC’s “The Fix,” and Netflix’s “Wu Assassins.” On the
film front, Cranston can currently be seen in the HBO Max feature “Women is
Losers” and he starred in the period drama “The 24th” and in the thriller “Son”.
Other film highlights include STX’s “The Best of Enemies” and “Term Life” with
Vince Vaughn and Hailee Steinfeld.
Next up, Cranston can be seen starring in Ava DuVernay’s highly anticipated
superhero DC Universe drama “Naomi” for The CW. Cranston stars as Zumbado,
the mysterious owner of a used car lot in Porto Oswego, the hometown of the
titular character Naomi and the site of a recent, unexplained supernatural event.
In conversation with Viewties, Cranston answers all our questions about how he
got immersed into that world, physical challenges and his work playing the lead.
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V: First of all, I'm curious to know, what was it about
acting that you found interesting to the point of
wanting to pursue a career as a professional actor?

What was your first impression of the series when
you read the script?
CRANSTON: My first impression of the series after reading
the script was, “wow! I’m intrigued.” I wanted to know
more, I wanted to read every episode. I was immediately
drawn into this world of Naomi; this smart, charismatic,
popular African American teenage girl with superpowers
who is living a normal life in Port Oswego, Oregon when a
supernatural event shakes up everything! I didn’t grow up
reading comics so it’s new territory for me and learning
about the multiverse and all the supernatural events has
been fascinating. I love the relationships between Naomi
and her friends. It’s nostalgic to me and I really appreciate
the balance between reality and the supernatural. It’s relatable on many levels.

CRANSTON: As far as having a career in acting it’s something that I never imagined could be possible until I was
volunteered by a friend to work as a background actor for a
film shooting in Winston Salem, NC. At that time, I was
working as a Mental Health professional and moonlighting
as a recording artist. A starving recording artist at that.
Lol. I wasn’t aware that NC even had a film industry. Being
an actor didn’t seem like something that was possible or
realistic. I just figured that you had to be in LA or NY to
pursue a career as an actor. I really enjoyed my experience
working on the film and followed it up by taking an acting
workshop a few months later. That led to me signing with
an agent and as they say “the rest is history.” For me it was
something fresh and exciting to throw myself into. I’ve
always challenged myself in life and acting provided me
with a new form of expression that I quickly fell in
love with.

V: What’s your favourite aspect of Zumbado’s journey in the series?
CRANSTON: My favorite aspect of Zumbado’s journey in
the series is that he is written with layers. He’s not a onedimensional character. This allows for the viewer to go on a
journey throughout the season as we peel back the different layers to explain who Zumbado is and what his motivation is. Zumbado is an enigma that the viewer may never
be able to completely define. There is alot freedom in playing a character shrouded in mystery. It’s been a fulfilling
experience developing Zumbado and bringing him to life.

V: What would you say is some of the best advice
about the industry you’ve ever received and why?
CRANSTON: Some of the best advice I’ve received about
the industry is to enjoy the process. I’ve been acting now
for about 12 years, acting full time since 2016. Over this
time, I’ve experienced many highs and lows. Through it all
I’ve attempted to learn from not only the triumphs but
from the heartbreaks as well. I’ve accepted that the industry can be just as unforgiving as it can be rewarding. I
never view a difficult experience with regret or resentment.
I view it as part of my journey. I try and find a silver lining.
I don’t have expectations for myself. I feel like expectations
cause me to only focus on the victory. We often associate
the victory with the booking, but the victory can come in so
many other forms if you focus on becoming a better actor
and not solely on booking results. To me that’s enjoying the
process, it’s taking the good and not so good and using
both experiences to evolve into the best actor that I can be.
I’m confident that everything else will fall into place if I operate in this headspace.

V: What inspired you to approach him in the moment
of getting into character? Did you have to do extensive research too?
CRANSTON: Music has always been an inspiration for the
characters I develop. I was fortunate enough to work with
the late great Micheal K. Willams for two seasons on “Hap
and Leonard” and I remember a conversation where he told
me that he created a playlist for each of his characters.
I’ve adopted this same approach. Music is powerful for me;
it can set moods and create emotions that I parallel in my
scenes. The voice/diction and posture of Zumbado is something that I’ve worked on also, in effort to give him more of
an alien feel. I read the comic book and I also did some
research online to educate myself on who he is and about
the world that he comes from.

V: You’re starring in Ava DuVernay’s highly anticipated superhero DC Universe drama “Naomi” for The
CW, playing the role of Zumbado.
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V: I was wondering if there was any scene physically
or emotionally challenging or hard to tackle for you.

V: Outside of acting, you’re also into sports and you
have a Bachelors of Science in Sport Management
from Western Carolina University. So, when you’re
not working, what do you like doing in your spare
time? Do you reconnect with sports as well?

CRANSTON: There have been several scenes that have
been physically challenging for me during the filming process. Zumbado is a skilled fighter and learning fight choreography and executing the moves on set has been new
territory for me. The emotional aspect of the acting comes
naturally for me, and I don’t have to think in the moment, I
just react. It’s been the opposite with the fighting scenes.
We have excellent stunt performers and instructors to assist in the process, but it’s definitely been a challenge to
feel 100% confident once the cameras start rolling. I’ve
enjoyed the learning curve and look forward to learning
more in the future.

CRANSTON: I love sports! In no order: boxing, football and
basketball are the sports that I follow closely. I enjoy attending live events and watching them on television. As far
as participating in sports, I love fishing! I fish for largemouth bass and I could do it every day all day. Lol. I do a lot
of thinking while I’m fishing. It’s very relaxing for me.
V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian,
I’m curious to ask you if you have ever seen or
experienced any type of art/culture from Argentina?

V: What have you enjoyed the most about being part
of this production? Which are the memories or the
experiences you’ve learnt that now you’re taking
away with you?

CRANSTON: I can’t say that I have. I’m a huge boxing fan
and I do recall two great fighters being from Argentina that
I enjoyed watching. Lucas Matthysse and Sergio Martinez.

CRANSTON: Our cast and crew are amazing! Going to work
every day in a family atmosphere is priceless. The chemistry between actors and the genuine enjoyment of each
other’s company has been so refreshing. The memories or
experiences that I’ve learned and will take away with me
are related to the workload I’ve taken on during the past
six months. It’s been a lot of fun making this amazing show,
but it’s also been a grind. I have a new appreciation for the
discipline and work ethic that’s required on a day-to-day
basis to be one of the leaders of a show. This is my heaviest
workload as an actor thus far and the experience is invaluable. Challenging yourself daily to create rich and nuanced work while also being a team leader and setting the
tone for having a positive and welcoming set environment
are all important to me.

Thank you for your time and consideration! I hope you enjoy
watching Naomi!

Naomi premieres on The CW
on Tuesday, January 11, at 9/8c.

V: If you could work with anyone, either a producer
or an actor or a director, who would it be?
CRANSTON: It would have to be the G.O.A.T. himself, Mr.
Denzel Washington. I’ve admired his work for a long time
now and to experience it in person and to work off him
would be a check off the bucket list.
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